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5 COLLABORATIVE NETWORK 

ORGANISATIONS 

Effective information management is crucial in collaborating business organisations. We 

focus on performance management and discuss the aspects of cross-domain information 

retrieval. Software agents are developed to support the process of performance 

measurement. The software is used by two collaborative network organisations. We regard 

the individual member organisations as agents that collaborate with each other and with the 

software agents. The overall goal is to optimise the task-handling performance of the 

organisation as a whole. Instead of looking at local learning capabilities, this chapter focuses 

on information retrieval processes. The organisation learning process should manifest itself 

when the information is used to alter the behaviour of the individual organisations in such a 

way that global performance gets improved.  

5.1 Introduction 

In order to remain competitive and responsive to fast changing market conditions, 

organisations use collaborative strategies and shared business operations. 

Organisations arrange themselves in chains and networks, share common goals 

and work together to be able to respond effectively to changes in their market 

(Nagellen et al. [104]).  

A Collaborative Network Organisation (CNO) is a network of individual 

organisations that collaborate to achieve their common or compatible goals 

(Camarinha-Matos & Afsarmanesh [23]). The network itself acts like an organisation, 

fulfilling its own service delivery tasks to its outside world. The elements in the 

network are individual organisations, called members, and the links represent the 

relationships and dependencies between these members. While each member acts 

within its own local environment to deliver a partial product or service, it collaborates 

and aligns its activities with others in order to achieve common goals. Compared 

with a traditional single large organisation consisting of many sub-organisations, a 

CNO shows a high degree of flexibility in terms of configuration and delivery and a 
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faster reaction to the demands of customers in its market. Members in a CNO share 

information, align their processes, and share resources and responsibilities.  

Since the end of the 1990s various types of CNOs are commonly known: Virtual 

Enterprises (Camarinha-Matos & Afsarmanesh [21]) and Virtual Organisations  

(Kotorov [81]) are established and widely supported by research and business-

practice communities. An example is Die Virtuelle Fabrik, a network of 70 small-

medium enterprises (SME) in the mechanical industry. 

Another type of CNO, encountered in research domains, are Virtual Laboratories. 

An example of this is the Virtual Laboratory for e-science (VL-e) (Hertzberger [65]). 

The VL-e project involves the design and development of an open, scalable grid 

framework that enables scientists and engineers in different areas to collaborate in 

their research. 

CNOs that focus more on individual human actors are known as Professional 

Virtual Communities (PVCs). Such networks are well-known in the area of social 

networks (Santoro [114]). 

5.2 Managing Collaborative Network Organisations 

5.2.1 Performance management 

Compared to traditional management models, the concepts and characteristics of 

CNOs lead to performance management challenges and approaches (Karvonen et 

al. [79]). The intrinsic characteristics of the network make the application of existing 

management models in the area of CNOs difficult. (van der Aalst [2]). 

One of the challenges is caused by the heterogeneity of the network organisation; 

each member has its own way of working,  using its own business rules within its 

local environment and culture. Each member acts within its own local environment 

and has its own goals for the delivery of its products or services. Although their 

intended collaboration forces the members to align their activities in order to achieve 

common goals, managing such alignments implies extra communication and 

consolidation of tasks. Related to this is the geographical spread of the members. 

This introduces globalization issues which go beyond the problems of locality, date-

time, units of measures or language. A less tangible aspect, culture, has significant 

influences on the operation of the individual organisations and has its implicit 

reflections on the collaboration within CNOs (Schein [115]). The location and social 

habits of the country where a member is situated, combined with the fact that each 

member has to deal with particular local rules, laws and legislations has significant 

influences on the process of network management.  

Other management challenges arise because of volatility; entities may join and leave 

the network during its operation. Whilst sharing temporary common goals, members 
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may join or leave the network at any time allowing the configuration of the network 

to change. In the life-cycle model of a CNO (Camarinha-Matos & Afsarmanesh [24]) 

this is referred to as the evolution of the network during its operation. The volatility of 

the network puts extra challenges on the performance measurement processes, 

such as for example the need to deal with incomplete information or information that 

is out of date. 

5.2.2 Indicator and metrics 

One of the key elements of performance management in organisation networks is 

the acquisition of information about the status and operation of the network and its 

individual member organisations (Picard [108]). Contemporary measurement 

approaches in the industry include aspects to manage the correct allocation of 

capabilities and capacities, but are lacking in measuring the degree of collaboration 

(Westphal et. al [129]). 

Performance management involves both the process of information retrieval about a 

particular (collaborative) task, and the translation of this information in the so-called 

performance indicators and metrics. An example of an indicator is on-time-delivery 

which involves the monitoring of the actual readiness (metric) of the delivered 

goods.  

 

Definition: Performance measurement is the process of quantifying the 

efficiency and effectiveness of past actions through acquisition and analysis of 

performance data. 

 

Definition: A performance indicator is a measure of performance that is used 

to define, categorize and evaluate the performance of a task-handling entity. 

 

Definition: A performance metric is a piece of information that is quantifiable 

and measurable. It is used to express the value of a performance indicator. 

 

Indicators and metrics are commonly used to measure flexibility, reliability and 

speed of delivery of organisations. They are defined in the Supply Chain Operations 

Reference (SCOR) model (Beamon [15]). The SCOR model, developed by the 

Supply Chain Council in 1996, has become widely known throughout all industrial 

branches. The goal of the SCOR model (or method) is to standardize processes 

within a supply chain in order to make the processes comparable and compatible. 

The method also includes a set of performance indicators with which a supply 

chain‟s performance can be measured.  
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Indicators in the SCOR model are defined in five categories and two perspectives. 

Reliability, Responsiveness and Flexibility are categories of the external perspective 

and Costs and Assets are categories of the internal perspective.  

Most of the performance management approaches are oriented towards 

processes within a single organisation and focus on procurement, production or 

financial management. For CNOs it is required to also measure the performance of 

the collaboration, i.e. performance of the network as a whole. CNO performance 

management requires an extension on the set of SCOR indicators. An example of 

such an extension is the collaboration perspective (Westphal et al. [129]). This 

perspective consists of commitment and communication indicators. The 

commitment category includes indicators that evaluate the level of initiative of each 

member of the CNO and the satisfaction of the members with respect to the 

collaboration. Communication indicators reflect the amount and the degree of 

communication between partners. A third category, conformity, is proposed by 

Gelbrich [54]. This category reflects the degree of task-alignment between the 

requirements and perception of the end-user.  

5.2.3 Information retrieval 

Key to performance measurement of CNOs is the acquisition of information29 about 

the status and operation of the network and its entities. The process of information 

retrieval in a CNO is not trivial. First, since each member has its own internal 

procedures and mechanisms to produce this information, there are differences in 

the frequency, amount and kind of information that members provide (Westphal et 

al. [128]). Second, information that touches the member‟s core business cannot 

always be shared because of strategic goals and aspects of trust (Msanjila et. al 

[97]). As a result, not all necessary details for performance management can be 

retrieved (Nagellen et. al [104]). A third problem is the incompleteness and 

imprecision of performance information. This is where modelling and learning 

commonly provides added value (Adriaans et al. [5]) 

Contemporary tools offer solutions to manage the allocation of knowledge, 

capabilities and capacities, but lack a perspective to measure effective 

collaboration. Several companies (amongst others SAP, IBM, HP, Microsoft, Tibco, 

Cisco and Oracle) have developed monitoring-and-control tools that support the 

                                                
29 Note that Information and Information management are terms associated with different and shallow 

definitions like “Information management is the collection and management of information from one or 

more sources and the distribution of that information to one or more audiences”... More specifically 

Information management is commonly understood as the control over the processing and delivery of 

information, whereas in information theory, information is formally defined in terms of data 

predictability and compression (see chapter 2). 
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process of performance management. However, most of their solutions are focused 

on processes and procedures within single organisational boundaries and tend 

towards a centralised, homogenous design. Although interoperability standards 

used by the tools force a better exchange of information between different 

organisations, collaboration is in general not part of their fundamental design. 

5.3 Supporting CNO performance management 

Within the context of the European project ECOLEAD (Camarinha-Matos et al.[25]) 

we developed a tool-set that supports the process of CNO performance 

management. The tool-set consists of components, called e-Services that support 

the definition, classification and process of performance monitoring. The tool-set 

also provides alerting in the event of upcoming deviations and is able to simulate 

alternative configurations and scenarios (Hodik et al. [70], Mulder et al. [100]). The 

design of the tool-set is aimed to support the CNO-manager in managing the CNO 

throughout its life-cycle (Hodík et al. [71]). Together with partners of the ECOLEAD 

project we developed a demonstrator and investigated its use in two CNO 

environments. These activities resulted in a modular, web-service oriented solution 

consisting of five collaborating software components: 

 

1. Modelling (MOD) 

2. Supporting Indicator Definition (SID) 

3. Distributed Indicator Information Integrator (DI3)  

4. Monitoring Activities and Finance (MAF)  

5. Decision Support System (DSS) 

 

The modelling component (MOD) supports the modelling of the topology, life-cycle 

phases and work-breakdown structure of CNOs. The Supporting Indicator Definition 

(SID) service provides functionalities for the administration of indicators. This 

includes definition of indicators to be monitored as well as the storage of 

corresponding indicator values. The Distributed Indicator Information Integrator (DI3) 

provides measurement of indicators using software agents that are situated inside 

the domains of the CNO members. The Monitor and Finance (MAF) service is used 

by the CNO manager to monitor the network activities, to maintain an updated CNO 

management situation and to monitor the „key performance indicators‟ and status of 

the network. The Decision Support System (DSS) module provides a scenario 

based what-if analysis based on future performance simulations. 

 

Our contribution focused on the development of the DI3 component and 

concentrated on distributed measurement and information sharing mechanisms. 
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5.3.1 Distributed Indicator Information Integrator (DI3) 

DI3 (pronounced dee-triple-eye) is a distributed information retrieval system 

designed to support performance measurement in CNOs. The system uses 

autonomously operating software agents which are designed to act in an 

environment that consists of multiple organisational domains (Hillegersberg [68]). 

The software agents are situated at the locations of the CNO members. The process 

of information retrieval is regarded as a distributed, collaborative task carried out by 

a group of communicating software agents. They share indicator information.  

 

 

Figure 5.1: Supporting performance management 

The software agents can be configured to measure the following categories of 

indicators: 

 Responsiveness, ability to quickly fulfil market or customer requests 

 Reliability, ability to meet the organisations task-handling performance as 

expected by the market or individual customers 

 Flexibility, ability to adapt to changes in market- or customer demands 

 Commitment, ability to commit to the CNO based upon trust 

 Communication, ability to exchange information quickly 

 Conformity, ability to serve the customer as one entity 

 

The DI3 agents interact with the SID and MOD components of the toolkit and work 

with indicator categories as defined in the enhanced SCOR framework. A CNO 

manager (with help of the SID component) asks DI3 to measure certain indicators. 

DI3 takes this as an order and starts an autonomous fetching process. Local 

measurement rules and work-breakdown information (stored in the MOD 
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component) are used. Finally, DI3 gathers and combines the individual member 

information and calculates the indicator values using predefined calculation-rules. 

 

The design of the DI3 system is based on the following principles: 

- Configurable measurement system with interacting retrieval components 

- Communication across multiple individual domains 

- Gathering and fetching is guided by local rules  

 

The way DI3 agents fetch actual data can be configured on global (e.g. a CNO 

manager)  as well as local (e.g. by a CNO member-manager) scale.  

A typical DI3 configuration consists of two  types of agents and a web application for 

control and administration: 

 

• a Collaborative Information Service (CIS) 

This type of agent is responsible for controlling the indicator 

measurements and provisioning of the results. A CIS-agent takes care of 

the communication and autonomous execution of measurement tasks. 

Together, the CIS agents, each located in its own member domain, fulfil 

the collaborative task of supporting performance management by the 

retrieval of indicator information 

. 

• a Data Adapter (DA) 

This type of agent takes care of technical  translations in the 

communication with existing systems, in particular local domains. A DA-

agent interfaces with a back-end system30 and acts as a filter. A DA-agent 

takes care of technical and semantic translations.  

 

• a Controller 

This is a web application that enables proper configuration of DI3 in the 

individual partner domains. The Controller allows a CNO Member to 

configure the local DI3 agents and control which information is allowed to 

be shared. 

  

                                                
30 There are various kinds of enterprise systems that can be used to serve as input for capturing 

performance measurement indicators. For example customer relationship management (CRM) 

databases that contain customers and order information, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems 

that are used to manage and coordinate business resources, and supply chain management (SCM) 

systems that contain information about material flow along a supply chain. More directly email 

systems or direct-user-web-interfaces can be used to obtain indicator values. 
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Figure 5.2: DI3 - architectural components 

Figure 5.2 shows an overview of DI3 agents located inside the domain of each CNO 

member. The figure resembles Figure 4.3 on page 59. The CIS agents play a similar 

role as the M-agents, except that the CIS agents do not create DFA models. 

Although they certainly could, in our case-setting the CIS-agent did not learn any 

models. The DA-agents fulfil a function that is comparable with the S-Agents, as 

presented in Figure 4.4 on page 61. 

The arrows indicate the flow of information across the domains of two members, 

domain A and domain B. At the top, a fictive database representing the performance 

data of the CNO is depicted. Since this is not a real database, it is denoted with 

dashed lines. Instead, performance data is stored only in local databases, which are 
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situated within the domains of members. The Data adapter fetches local metric 

values and provides them to the CIS agent. The CIS agents share metric values and 

indicator values. Together they provide the indicator information to the CNO 

manager. 

 

The information retrieval and measurement tasks are arranged by the CIS-agents. A 

CIS-agent receives requests for measurements from a CNO manager. In case a 

measurement task is meant to be carried out in a different organisational domain, it 

is forwarded by the CIS-agent to a CIS-agent of that particular domain. The requests 

contain the instructions about local measurement and retrieval tasks.  

An example of such a request is presented in appendix C. A CIS-agent uses 

calculation rules to calculate the indicator values out of the metric values and 

provision rules for its communication with the CNO manager.  

 

Actual fetching of the data is done by means of a second type of agent, the Data 

Adapter (DA). A DA-agent is configured to connect to local information source. 

Examples of data adapter actions are querying a local database, sending out emails 

or waiting for values that are keyed in by a human directly via a web application. 

Since a member domain may use its own language a DA-agent is able to make 

translations. In order to deal with heterogeneity of the network, different types of 

data adapters are designed.  

 

Examples include DA-agents that can: 

 Access databases 

 Read Excel sheets 

 Send and receive email 

 Use interaction with mobile devices 
 

A Controller, implemented in the form of a web application, enables the control and 

configuration within the domain of a member. The controller guides for example the 

coupling with specific types of data-adapters. Furthermore, the controller provides 

the possibility of manual intervention on incoming indicator measurement requests 

such as starting and stopping them. The controller also visualises metric information 

and provides facilities for manual inputs. 
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5.3.2 Indicator measurements 

An indicator measurement task begins with a request from the CNO manager via the 

SID toolset component to a CIS agent. Such a message consists of the following 

information: 

 information about the indicator 

 the metrics, together with the locations where they should be retrieved from 

and a metric-provision rule, indicating when the metric value is 

communicated. 

 a calculation rule, instructing the CIS how to calculate the indicator value 

from the set of metric values 

 a provision rule, a rule instructing when the indicator value should be 

reported in an external database 

 measurement rules, governing when and how a measurement should be 

done 

 validity rules, describing time dependent validities 

 

Measurement tasks in the form of indicator-request messages are shared amongst 

CIS agents in other domains. Each CIS-agent interprets its own part of the request, 

and forwards other parts to their colleague CIS-agents. After a confirmation-check 

from the local CNO member environment (e.g. confirmation about the proper data 

adapter is attached), each involved CIS starts measuring using a local worker-thread 

mechanism and a DA agent. The measurement results are sent back to the CIS-

agent that originally received the indicator request which in turn applies a 

calculation rule and provision rule. 
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5.3.3 Proof of concept: Deployment and use of DI3 

We applied the toolset in the environments of two different manufacturing CNOs: 

Orona and Die Virtuelle Fabrik. We used our prototype in the context of their daily 

operation. The CIS and data adapters retrieved data from local data files (MS office 

Excel) or alternatively using email notifications. A web application enabling manual 

entrance of metric values was also used. The management of the indicator 

definitions and the control of the information agents was done using the controller 

web application.  

 

 

Figure 5.3: Screenshot of the controller web application 

ORONA is a leading Spanish company in the lift industry. The company is supplier 

of technology and materials on the international elevator scene. As a member of the 

MCC (Mondragón Corporación Cooperativa), a business group of more than 250 

companies, ORONA participates in a variety of project-oriented CNOs. DI3 was 

deployed at five ORONA members, EIC, IKERLAN, ORONA, MGEP, and ELECTRA. 

Indicators for progress were defined and used for a period of one month. 

Measurements of the level of completeness (metrics) were done by means of 

automated email notifications and the web application.  

Our first use of DI3 mainly concentrated on the retrieval of traditional performance 

measurement indicators, but the experience during the pilot has led to better 

understanding of the problem in terms of the needs, definitions and practical usage 

of collaborative indicators. The ORONA roll out provided us with experiences of DI3 

deployed into a real and actual business network environment. We encountered 

organisational challenges and management issues as they appear in a real-life 
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operational CNO environment. The discussions and first experiences contributed to 

the tool-development itself, with the accent on deployment and configurability. 

A second environment in which we deployed DI3 was a network of 70 small-

medium enterprises (SMEs) in the mechanical industry, named “Die Virtuelle 

Fabrik”. Established in 1995 it has grown to a flexible organisation, with a high 

degree of acceptance of organisational and ICT concepts and tools. Temporary 

alliances in the form of production clusters formed various CNOs. In one of their 

projects, a small production network of three partners was responsible for the 

production of a gear component used for manufacturing purposes.  

 

Measurement tasks were defined to measure some of the performance and 

collaboration indicators: 

 

Indicator Metric 

Progress completion level in % 
Extra costs additional EUR / task 
Quality level tolerable parts / total parts 

Delay additional days / task 
Collaboration satisfaction degree 

 

Indicator values were measured at the location of three different members: 

 Innotool AG (using Excel data adapters) 

 Greminger AG (using Email data adapters) 

 ALWO SMA (using Email data adapters) 

 

DI3 offered the managers of “Die Virtuelle Fabrik” a means to obtain information 

about the performance of the network. In general, as the indicator values were 

obtained across multiple organisational domains, DI3 contributed to the overall 

process of network performance management. 
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5.4 Conclusion and future work 

Performance measurement is crucial for the management of CNOs. Measuring and 

combining indicator information as it is retrieved from multiple organisational 

domains is not yet standardized. Although it is commonly believed that indicators 

measuring the degree of collaboration do enhance the set of indicators used within 

individual organisations, this is insufficiently addressed in performance management 

standards and existing performance management tools. 

Our distributed measurement approach provides practical solutions in the domain 

of CNO management and meets the heterogeneous aspects as well as the overall 

communication and security constraints of CNOs. The aspect of using adapters to 

be able to retrieve information from different types of data sources provides a means 

to deal with heterogeneity. While the performance indicator values are retrieved from 

multiple organisational domains, each individual member organisation can locally 

control the amount of information that is shared. This holds for the incoming 

measurement requests as well as the amount of detail of the outgoing information.  

The approach is implemented as a proof of concept in a software system called 

DI3. The software is based on the use of software agents that perform measurement 

tasks and share their results to obtain performance indicator values. Conceptually, 

the agents form a collaborative agent organisation. The collaboration between the 

CNO managers and the software agents forms an even larger collaborative agent 

organisation, which can be considered a learning agent organisation, since the 

information provided by the software agents is used by the CNO managers in their 

decision making.  

 

We intend to continue with our work and defined two lines of activities that can be 

addressed as future work. First, although DI3 measures quantitatively the 

performance of a CNO, we did not perform any experiments that show quantitatively 

the influence of DI3 on the performance of the CNO itself. We therefore would like to 

set up experiments in which we measure user-experiences and effects of using DI3 

with respect to performance improvement of the CNOs. 

Second, since we focussed on information management and calculations of 

collaboration indicators using predefined rules, we did not use learning techniques 

at level the of the individual software agents. In future work we want to turn our focus 

to proactive magement, which requires the individual agents to learn and use local 

models of the performance of the organisation. 

  




